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Abstract

We describe some novel poly(p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV)
derivatives of improved lifetime and luminescence. Elec-
tronic transport in these light emitting polymer materials has
been studied using transient time-of-flight techniques. The
effect of defects arising from the polymerisation process
was investigated on carrier mobility and trapping. The same
defects play crucial role in the lifetime of organic
electroluminescent devices.

Introduction

During the last few years polymer light-emitting diodes
(PLEDs) have made dramatic progress; starting with
external quantum efficiencies well below 0.1% and life-
times in the range of minutes1, the cutting-edge of research
is now exceeding 5% of external quantum efficiency and
several thousand hours of operational lifetime. Power
efficiencies beyond 15 lm/W have triggered considerable
efforts to commercialize this technology in e. g. displays,
back-lights, and lighting applications2. Recently we intro-
duced a novel class of PPVs with exceptional properties
prepared via solution based polymerization: soluble phenyl-
substituted PPVs3. We reported luminance efficiencies of
almost 15 Cd/A at relatively low voltage, allowing power
efficiencies of up to 16 lm/W. With improved device
architecture these materials were pushed even further: more
than 23 lm/W were reached4.

The most widely recognized hurdle for the commer-
cialization is the operational lifetime of the devices,
especially the stability at elevated temperature to fulfill
customer specifications (e. g. operational stability at 70 or
85°C). By understanding 5 and improving6,7 the microstruc-
ture of the polymers employed we were able to strongly
improve material stability. A significant step forward was
made by reducing the number of defects which dramatically
extended the lifetime of PLEDs. It was suggested that these
defects lower carrier mobilities and lead to charge carrier
build-up in the device6. We decided to investigate the
transport properties of some of the latest PPV derivatives
with different defect contents and compare them to their
performance in PLED devices. It seemed that time-of-flight
experiments will be better to visualise carrier transport than
standard I-V curves due to the very large impact of the

device processing. In parallel, we looked at accelerated
device degradation.

Material Development and Properties

In the recent years we have developed a series of materials
based on the PPV basic structure with varying side-groups
in order to enhance the properties of the materials, and in
parallel those of the device. A selection of these compounds
is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. PPV derivatives of different colours

Using these polymers emission colours ranging from
green to a deep orange are achieved: polymers of types 2, 3,
and 5 show emission in the orange, polymers of type 4 in
the yellow, and polymers of type 1 in the green part of the
spectrum. Exact colour coordinates (e. g. needed for special
customized applications) can easily be adjusted by varying
the co-polymerization ratio, especially for polymers of type
3 to 5.

Due to the synthetic procedure (Gilch polymerization8)
the polymers are of very high molecular weight (i. e. Mw >
106, Mn > 2 x 105); this enhances the mechanical stability
and allows applications on flexible substrates. Nevertheless,
the polymers show a good solubility in standard organic
solvents, e. g. toluene, THF, and are therefore useful for
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standard coating processes, like spin-coating or even
advanced printing techniques.

All these polymers, and also the required monomers,
are now routinely manufactured on a scale useful for
industrial applications. The first products incorporating
these types of materials will be commercialized by PHILIPS
N. V. around the end of this year9.

Polymer Microstructure and Defects

Key to the improvement shown has been the understanding
of the microstructure of the PPVs. Detailed analysis of the
polymers revealed the occurrence of only one significant
polymerization defect for all PPVs prepared by the Gilch
route8: Tolane-Bisbenzyl (TBB, cf. Figure 2)5. This structure
is found in various amounts and depends strongly on the
reaction conditions and the chemical structure. The
occurrence of this defect is readily explained: Instead of the
normally occurring head-to-tail connection of monomer
units, head-to-head linkage takes place (cf. Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Defect formation in PPV synthesis

Depending on the polymer structure, 1.5–6% defects
(this corresponds to 3–12% ”wrong bonds”) are found. It is
not surprising, that the percentage of these defects strongly
affects the properties of the PLED, especially (and most
importantly) the useful operational lifetime. Fortunately, we
found a way to strongly decrease formation of TBB by
introducing an ”asymmetric” monomer unit. Sterical inter-
action between the monomer units prohibit the occurrence
of head-to-head interactions and lead to a highly regular
polymer.

Experimental

The structures of the polymers investigated are shown in
Table 1. Mobilities were measured by the time-of-flight
(TOF) technique. All TOF data presented here was obtained
in the sandwich configuration. The PPV samples were pre-
pared by spin coating from a toluene solution. Films of
approximately 2 µ thickness were deposited onto a conduc-
tive electrode such as indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass or
mylar with a semitransparent aluminium layer. The top ~15-
20 nm semitransparent metal was Al (vacuum evaporated)
or a sputtered PtPd alloy, which is similar to Au in beha-
viour. Top-bottom electrode combinations (Al/Al, ITO/Al,
ITO/PtPd, Al/PtPd) gave a good range of workfunction
combinations for studying background currents and the
choice of bias applied. In addition, the samples could be
illuminated from either electrode side at both bias polarities.
Such combinations help to reveal the nature of mobile
carriers and allow us to look specifically, for example, for
electrons.

A Model 437 Nanopulser flashlamp (Xenon Co.) was
used for optical excitation giving a 10 ns duration pulse.
Bandpass filters were used to vary the excitation wave-
length. Absorption spectra of the PPVs are shown in Figure
3. The transients were amplified by a high speed current-
feedback amplifier, which combined low impedance with
very high sensitivity. Transients were recorded using a
Tektronix TDS430A oscilloscope. The transit time was
determined from the asymptotes to the plateau and the tail
of the transients. Each polymer was measured at least on
four different samples with different electrodes. All
experiments were performed in air, at 22 oC.

Table 1. TBB defect contents in the materials studied.
Polymer
Sample

Chemical
type

Colour TBB
content

A 4 yellow ~5%
B 4 yellow ~4.5%

C 1,2 3 orange ~8%
D 1,2,3,4 5 orange ~4%
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Figure 3. Absorption spectra of the PPV films
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To ensure that TOF transient were genuine in the thin
samples the illumination intensity was varied. Signals did
not change in duration. The wavelength of the light was also
varied, and it became clear that carriers were generated in
the vicinity of the metal/polymer interface.

Details of PLED preparation and procedures for
degradation tests are described elsewhere6, 10.

Results and Discussion

The yellow compounds A and B are clearly unipolar hole
transporters. Electron current is not detected at any electrode
configuration or illumination, despite the high sensitivity of
our experimental setup. No initial electron motion was seen,
which would at least appear as an initial transient. This
suggests that electron transport is limited indeed.
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Figure 4. Hole mobilities of the yellow PPVs A and B against
square root electric field

The hole mobilities in polymers A and B are virtually
identical (Figure 4). The mobility follows the usual quasi-
Pool-Frenkel dependence characteristic for organic disor-
dered solids. Both yellow PPVs exhibited somewhat
dispersive signals, but the shoulder of the transit time could
clearly be identified without a log-log plot. The position of
this shoulder did not change with light intensity; this is a
measure of a true transit time. There was a noticeable differ-
ence in signal shapes. Polymer A gave more dispersive
transients, with evidence of charge accumulation when
repetitive TOF signals were generated. Figure 5 compares
dispersive features at low fields, where they are most appar-
ent. These signals are recorded in the small signal regime
after dark resting. The shoulder points for B are more clear
(at about 1.1 ms on the graph). This shoulder for polymer A
occurs roughly at the same time, but it would only develop
at higher excitation intensities, when the larger carrier

packet accelerates under its own field. Note that signals
exhibit the shoulders very clearly at higher fields.
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Figure 5. TOF transients in polymer B (upper curve) and polymer
A (lower curve) at 220 kV/cm. The horizontal scale is
500µs/division

Precise, quantitative comparison of carrier lifetimes is
difficult, but polymer A also exhibited more charge accu-
mulation at repeated transients. This normally manifests as
the signal becoming more and more square due to the
trapped positive charge in the bulk modifying the internal
field distribution. The TBB content in A is ~5% compared
to 4.5% in polymer B. TBB is a possible reason for the
increased trapping, especially if one examines greater
differences of defect concentrations.

The orange compounds C1, C2 and D1-4 are also
unipolar hole transporters. Mobilities are compared for C1
and D1 in Figure 6. The hole mobility of type C is
significantly higher than that found in D. The TBB content
is twice as high in D, which, in theory could account for
this, providing that some TBB sites are "shallow traps".
Intuitively, however, we expected that TBB was a deep trap
accumulating space charge. We would like to extend our
experiments to higher and lower defect concentrations to
prove that TBB is causing the mobility reduction. After all,
polymers of type C and type D are slightly different
chemically.

PPV derivatives normally exhibit only hole transport.
The mobilities observed by various workers11-14, are in the
range of 10-8 to 10-5 cm2V-1s-1. Dispersive signals are often
characteristic of PPVs11,12,13. We suspect that purity and
polymer regularity plays great role in this. Lowering the
TBB defect content just by 0.5% the trapping was visibly
reduced in some of our PPV films. In good quality polymers
we estimate the hole lifetime to be at least in the order of
several ms. Signals do not indicate charge accumulation up
to 100 Hz repetition rate of transients.

We have seen the apparent increase of mobility in PPVs
with lower TBB content. Hoofman et al.15 estimated the in-
chain mobility in MEH-PPV to be around 0.1 cm2V-1s-1 by
microwave techniques. No doubt interchain transitions and
disorder should lower this figure for the bulk. However,
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amorphous layers of small molecules can easily yield 10-3

cm2V-1s-1. One would expect highly conjugated materials
like PPVs to reach the same speed of carrier transport.
Defects such as TBB may well control the hole mobility in
our PPVs. There are examples of ladder-type poly(para-
phenylene)16 and phenylamino-substituted PPVs with hole
mobilities reaching 10-3 cm2V-1s-1.
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Fiure 6. Hole mobilities in orange PPVs type C (~8% TBB) and D
(~4%TBB)

Electron mobilities can normally be estimated only by
alternative methods, e.g. the analysis of I-V characteristics
in ohmic or space charge limited current (SCLC) regimes17-

19. Unfortunately, it is always difficult to distinguish
between mobility and deep trapping. The product of the
mobility and carrier lifetime called “carrier range” (µτ) is a
more accessible parameter. From what is seen in our TOF
experiments, µτ must be much shorter than the device
thickness at the applied fields, i.e. µτ <5 x 10-12 cm2/V,
which is about the same as measured by Antoniadis et al17.
While the electron mobility may be high, severe trapping is
probably responsible for reducing transport. We are
currently working on determining the electron mobility
independently.

We have also investigated the lifetime of devices
prepared from the different polymers. Figure 7 illustrates
device degradation in polymers samples C1, C2 and D1-D4.
The curves are for different polymers of types 3 and 5 in
Figure 1. The enhancement in lifetime is evident from this
plot. TBB values are about 8% “wrong bonds” for 3 and 4%
for 5.

The impact of TBB content on the initial properties is
weak, with the exemption of the drive voltage needed for
the same brightness, which is an indication of the lower
mobility. During the course of the lifetime test drive
voltages increase faster for 3 to maintain a constant current.

This increase is due to a bulk effect, the reduction of the
carrier mobility or trapping. This is evident from the rate of
drive voltage increase as a function of thickness.

Parker et al.10 have shown that the major cause of
device degradation is the passage of electrons through the
device. In their work, both drive voltages and luminescence
were only affected by electron injection only. It was
suggested that electron mobility was reduced during degra-
dation. In our case, it is likely that TBB is leading to
electron trapping, although we cannot detect it directly from
transient measurements. On the other hand, while hole
transport alone does not lead to device degradation, it
appears that some irregular bonds also manifest themselves
as hole traps.
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Figure 7. Degradation of PLEDs prepared from orange PPVs with
different defect contents. The polymers used were C1,C2 (~8%
TBB) and D1-D4 (~4% TBB). Courtesy of UNIAX, Santa Barbara,
USA.

It is clear that the device lifetime is influenced by the
polymer and by the amount of defects, but it is also clear
that only with optimization and strong cooperation between
material synthesis and device preparation improvements are
achievable. The data presented show that the improved
polymers are certainly useful for a wide range of applica-
tions because almost 3 years (24000 h) of continuous
operational lifetime (the acceleration factor 40 is taken from
literature10) are already satisfying a large variety of customer
specifications.

Conclusions

We have investigated carrier transport in some novel PPV
derivatives. The polymers were found to be unipolar hole
conductors, with hole mobilities around 10-6-10-7 cm2V-1s-1 at
fields typical in PLED structures. We have reported on the
effect of a major defect in PPVs, TBB. Polymers with
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irregular vinylene bonds exhibit hole transport hindered by
trapping. In some cases by reducing the defect content
increased carrier mobility has been achieved. It is possible
that some of the irregular bonds are shallow traps
influencing the mobility itself.

Materials with low TBB content have also shown
drastically increased device lifetime. The increase of
lifetime may be due to reduced electron trapping. Unfor-
tunately, the electron range remains still too short to observe
electron transients directly by TOF. The new PPV polymers
illustrate that defect concentration can be reduced by the
choice of specially designed monomers favouring head-to-
tail links during polymerisation.
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